**WRITER**

**Sam Adeleke**
Sam Adeleke is a travel blogger, speaker, content creator, thought leader and pioneer in the emerging field of travel branding. An adrenaline-junkie, Sam’s appetite for adventure has driven him to the most daring heights and underbellyes of Africa’s under-reported destinations. At Afro Tourism, he is in charge of government relations, corporate communications and training. When Sam is not working, you’ll catch him reading a good book and enjoying Nigerian Jollof rice.

**Seun Adeola**
Seun is a trained diplomat with a combined 7-year career experience in Digital Marketing, Public Relations and Brand Management. When he is not crossing psychology with marketing and tech, he is either lost in trying to create a disruptive model or glued to his Playstaton. Interestingly, he has read every single book written by R.L Stine.

**Niyy David**
Niyy David explores the beautiful and entralling coast line of Africa with Afro Tourism, capturing colourful memories of places, cultures and events through words and images.

**Olujimi Abraham**
Olujimi Abraham is a highly talented, driven and flexible graphic designer with a proven record of delivering creative and innovative solutions. Abraham is also skilled in high-end VFX Motion Design with effect and 3D Modelling. With him, it always gets better.

**CONTRIBUTORS**

**Funmi Oyatogun**
I am an adventurous and experienced traveller putting together creative and custom travel packages for couples, groups, families, individuals, corporate groups and friends. I run TNP Adventures where we have organised memorable trips (planning every aspect, from departure to return) throughout Nigeria, and over 30 other countries including Zanzibar, USA, UK, Seychelles, Kenya, Ghana, and lots more!

**Bolaji Alonge**
Bolaji Alonge is an Artiste, International Photographer and Blogger from Lagos, Nigeria, who has been travelling the world for the most parts of the last decade documenting exotic cultures, participating in experiences, tourism, networking, exchanging ideas and information that sometimes books and the internet do not offer. He conducted a successful Photo Exhibition themed, “Eyes Of A Lagos Boy” at the prestigious Freedom Park, (A former Colonial Prison) in Lagos in May 2017.

**Johanna Read**
Johanna Read is S.E.E. Africa’s new responsible tourism columnist. On this column, she’ll write about culturally, economically, and environmentally sustainable travel. Johanna is a Canadian freelance travel writer/photographer who contributes to a variety of Canadian and international publications. You can find more of her works and social media links at www.TravelEater.net.

**Jerry Uwaifo**
Jerry Uwaifo is a fitness and wellness expert and the CEO of Body Laboratory LLC. His qualifications include a BSc in Microbiology and a Masters degree in Geology and Environmental Contamination. His journey into the fitness industry which has spanned over a decade was born out of his passion for it.
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